Implementation
of SSG DPI solution
for Rostelecom
«Rostelecom» - a telecommunication company
from Russia, that provides access to broadband
Internet, IPTV, cellular services, local and long-distance
telephony. At the time of implementation, the provider
had 1,5 million broadband internet subscribers.
The provider needed a solution for:
— The subscriber base segmentation by their interests
in the internet network
— Set up target offers to certain subscriber segments
— Subscribers online survey
— Informing subscribers by online tools.

TASKS
— Clickstream collection for subscriber segmentation to improve
upsell conversions
— Transform the home page of the provider’s website to a digital
channel for delivering upsell offers and operational information
to the operator
— Surveying subscribers to estimate satisfaction with the providers’
service
— Clickstream collection for predictive analytics of outflow
(visits to competitors websites, thematic forums, speed
measurement sites, real estate search)

SOLUTION
The operator organized the collection of clickstreams
with Stingray Service Getaway solution: subsequent import
and processing in their own systems. A complete subscriber base
segmentation by activity, device, and interests was made based on
clickstream with the other operator’s data.
Thanks to available prepared data it was possible to make selections
to increase the efficiency of upsell and other communications with
subscribers, including the work with outflow. For the customer care
department was implemented a special service that sent new
samples every day to make work with "problem" subscribers more
effective.
Marketing department specialists established regular communication
with subscribers using the SSG graphical interface for redirect
management.
Was implemented a mechanism for sales through the landing pages
"without authorization". This mechanism authorized the subscriber in
the personal account at the same time when the landing page
displayed, so all the subscriber had to do is to confirm the purchase
with a single button.
Also, the redirect was used to conduct a survey of subscribers
according to the NPS methodology.

RESULTS
As a result, the operator got a solution that meets all requirements.
— The subscriber base is segmented based on the online behavior
and interests of users
— Users profile is legible, which helps to take it into account when an
ISP has a new offer for a subscriber
— ISP can survey (e.g. research about subscribers satisfaction of the
company's services, that based on survey data)
— Subscribers are informed on time about the company's products
through digital channels.
After implementation of the SSG solution upsell conversion
increased by 2-4 times when working with targeted uploads
compared to random ones. The work efficiency with outflow
increased by 60-80%. Retained revenue due to retention
was estimated at $270 thousand. The operator got an effective
tool for digital communication, which was used by marketing,
sales, and other departments.
«The deployment and implementation duration of the SSG DPI solution
was three months and had no technical difficulties. Preliminary testing
was performed before the solution was released for use. Our colleagues
from SSG took into account all our wishes and created a user-friendly GUI
for subscriber informing and survey management.»
Svetlana Shamzon, Mass Segment Director of Rostelecom

Since 2013 VAS Experts has built trust of more than 1100
providers that are using Stingray Service Gateway
in Russia, Europe and worldwide.

dpi@vas.expert
vasexperts.com

Our team has over 15 years work experience in
telecommunication software development and wide
knowledge in technologies.
Сontact us to learn more about our solutions and products!
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